Hey man! It's been a few months since I wrote you. I know you were waiting to hear something in regards to the progress on your case in March. What have you learned thus far?

I wish that I could actually speak with you. I noticed so much that I could share with you regarding your trial. Even four of your jurors who attended Brendan's trial and said that evidence, which wholly conflicted with evidence in your trial, and even produced two witnesses who saw Theresa alive after the death time-line used in your trial. These four jurors each conceded that had your trials been held together and had they known about the evidence against Brendan, and the conflicting "time-line" and the other two witnesses who saw Theresa alive after you had left, then they would not have found...
you guilty on any of the counts. They would have voted to return "not-guilty" verdicts on all the counts against you. These jurors reported this in the papers after Brandon's trial. You should have your attorneys look into that.

Also, the blood evidence in the SUV of Halbach should be examined by independent blood spatter experts. Because the state contended it was your blood and you had supposedly cut your hand in the commission of the murder—this indicates that you wore no gloves—so why are no fingerprints existing in these blood stains in the SUV, which must have been made by contact? Contact stains would produce fingerprints (or some skin design and/or hair marks).

In relation to this, why is there no blood stains or fingerprints, or any DNA connecting you to the rifle? Makes no sense!

Regarding the SUV key—supposedly found in your bedroom—first, it's found by a Manitowoc County Deputy Sgt. who was supervising the search of your trailer. The other deputies involved in this search were Calumet County deputies. They all testified that they searched your room for over an hour with no results. One called it a "fruitless search" they all testified that they were in the process of exiting the room (with the Manitowoc Sgt. trailing behind them) when the Manitowoc Sgt.
Said, "Whoa! - wait a minute. Everybody step! There's a key..."

The Calumet Deputies all testified that they had just walked over that very spot and did not previously notice any key - they didn't notice any compelling evidence until the Manistee SGT. pointed out the "key" while their backs were turned.

The circumstances surrounding the finding of this key is incredibly questionable - it clearly suggests the key was planted.

This key was found only by a Manistee County Deputy, who was supervising the search of your trailer. Special Prosecutor Len Kratz was on TV after the search of your entire property, proclaiming to the public:

"There was absolutely no Manistee County law enforcement officers involved in any part of the search of the Avery property..."

Who found this mysterious key?
- A Manistee County Deputy SGT.

Who was the supervisor of the search over the entire property?
- A Manistee County Sheriff's LT.
Clearly, with a Manatee County Sheriff's Lieutenant supervising the search of the entire property, and a Manatee County Sheriff's Deputy SGT. supervising the search of your trailer (where the key was found in your bedroom), then they would have been able to manipulate and plant evidence.

And why would Ken Kratz lie to the public about this on T.O.? Very suspicious, indeed.

The key is alleged to have your DNA on it, but they can't determine what type of DNA it is exactly... Are you kidding me?

Scientists have cracked the genetic code, and hundreds of codes within that code. They've discovered a new, more advanced profile of DNA, and the testing for it—called mtDNA. It is also known as "Brain fingerprinting." Each person's DNA has a distinct "Fingerprint," and each type of DNA has a distinct "Fingerprint," (i.e.: blood, semen, sweat, urine, hair follicles, mucus, saliva, etc...). Believe me, if your DNA were actually on that key, they would be able to determine what type it is.

And why no fingerprints on the key either? None exists, so they make up some so-called "Undetermined DNA" on the key, which happens to match your DNA profile...Yeah Right!

There is also such a thing as Molecular-Biological evidence—This consists of the:
most minute forms of Biological evidence
(i.e.: pollens, dust, dirt, fibers, chemicals, etc...).
They used molecular-Biological evidence
of microscopic paint particles on the clothes
of one of the "Green River Killer" victims
to connect her (victim) to Gary Ridgway's
job-site. A subsequent DNA test pinpointed
Gary Ridgway, specifically, as the
"Green River Killer." But it was the
molecular-Biological evidence which led them
to Ridgway after 20 years of investigating.

Why is there no molecular-Biological
evidence connecting you to the murder of
Theresa Halbach?

It is an established proverb in Criminal
Justice and the Science of Crime Scene
investigation, that "During the commission
of every murder, the killer always leaves
something behind, and always takes something
with him/her."

Whether it's DNA or the most micro
molecular-Biological evidence—something
of the killer is left behind, and
something of the victim is taken with the
killer. It's scientific certainty.

And with a murder as sloppily-committed
as Theresa Halbach is—there, no-doubt,
would have been a substantial amount of overwhelming evidence connecting the killer to the victim, the victim to the killer, and both of them to the crime scene.

But no connecting evidence exists against you, besides a mysterious key and odd, very questionable, blood evidence inside Theresa's SUV! I believe both can be proven as "foreign" to the crime—meaning that evidence was planted by police.

All of this should be looked into by your attorneys via independant experts from out-of-state laboratories and agencies.

Your trial counsel finding the unsealed vials of your blood in the courthouse is another matter the FBI conducted tests in your case for which no type of data existed for—the breakdown of the DNA preserving chemicals. Nothing like that had ever been considered in the annals of the criminal justice system, so it remains an open issue for you. They need to collect all the blood ever collected from you during your confinement since the 1985 conspiracy. They need to test each sample separately and compare the findings of the strength of the DNA and the strength of the chemicals in each sample. Then compare all these to the DNA samples "found" in Theresa Halbach's SUV. I believe they'll
be able to determine the breakdown time-
line this way and establish exactly how old that blood used in your Halbach
murder case is. Bring this up to your
Attorneys. I trial counsel found vials
of your blood laying out in the courthouse
surely more vials of your blood exists
staked-up somewhere — find it! All of
it! And do the most extensive testing
on it. Periodically, over time to establish
Date!

Have your Attorneys Research this
"Brain Fingerprinting" DNA Process and
the new MtD DNA or MtD DNA Profile —
it is a much more precise DNA Profile.

Also, have your Attorneys compare
the time-line of Theresa Halbach's Death
in your case to the time-line used in
Brendan's case. Two witnesses in
Brendan's case place Theresa Halbach
alive after the time of death alleged in
your case — by approximately one-hour
after witnesses had seen you leave the
property. Both witnesses saw Halbach
standing with Brendan on one side of
her and Brendan's Friend on the other
side of her.
Two people likely committed the crime(s) against Theresa Halbach.

One is, no doubt, Brendan Dassey.

Four jurors in your trial excluded you as a possibility after seeing Brendan's trial.

Brendan and his friend had been overheard by several people "joking" about killing Theresa Halbach.

The other logical possible "unsus" in the murder is Brendan's friend. Your attorneys should seriously approach this angle—identifying another possible killer, which excludes you—is a powerful issue used in many cases. Even the Innocence Project used this in exonerating Evan Zimmerman who was framed for murder in Eau-Claire County.

You must pursue this possibility. I strongly believe the two actual killers of Theresa Halbach are Brendan Dassey and Dassey's friend, who was seen with Halbach and Dassey approx. one hour after witnesses saw you leave the property (Last time anyone saw Theresa alive was with Dassey and his friend). And several witnesses overheard Dassey and his friend "joking" about killing Theresa.

So Dassey's friend should be considered
murder cases he prosecuted as promotions in his campaign.

Vince Biskupic is now a private defense attorney and his assistant in outagamie Co. who helped him frame Hudson and others became head d.t. to clean up or try to clean up his mess. Her name is Carrie Schneider, and she just beat Joe Matarolis to become outagamie County Judge... how interesting...

But how does Vince Biskupic continue to escape justice for his evil deeds of framing people??

Well in 2005 a Journalist named Joe J. Hall, at the Wisconsin State Journal, made a connecting point for the first time and printed it in a six-page article about Hudson's case...

Vince Biskupic happens to be the younger brother of Wisconsin Federal Prosecutor Steven Biskupic !

Now you tell me... coincidence?
I don't think so! Big brother has been keeping little brother's ass out of trouble for his crimes!

So, is your theory so "abrupt"? Not even close! There's also a very
compelling conspiracy case in Michigan which has been featured several times on Dateline, 20/20, 48 Hours, and A&E - American Justice - this has to do with overwhelming evidence proving a Michigan man was actually framed for sexual murder of 9 women in the 1970's and 80's! Despite the evidence, Michigan refuses to admit its "mistake." Who's going to come forward and actually say, "Yeah, we framed this man for the sexual murders of 9 women?"

Who is going to come forward and say, "Yeah, we framed away for causing us so many problems, headaches, embarrassment, and for suing us for 36 million dollars... because we already framed him once in 1985 for a rape and attempted murder; he didn't commit, but spent 18 years in prison for it."

Who is actually going to come forward and admit that? No one in their right mind! It must be proven! And it can be proven!

Just recently, a Dallas, Texas man who spent more than 27 years in prison for a murder he didn't commit was Freed after being incarcerated longer than any other wrongfully convicted U.S. inmate
as the second perpetrator in this crime.

I believe he initially was— but Manatee County saw this as their perfect opportunity to get rid of you and that 36 million dollar problem you brought them. They knew Bossey's friend was the other killer, but let him go to frame you and save their department further embarrassment and save them 36 million dollars they'd otherwise have to pay you for framing you in 1985. It's perfectly logical; this is by no means an "absurd" theory as Ken Kratz called it.

All one has to do is research previous conspiracy cases in America to see that it's perfectly logical to know who the actual killers are—but frame the one man who has caused them more trouble and embarrassment than anyone in its dept. history, and is going to cause them to lose at least 36 million dollars (even though Manatee County brought all that upon themselves). It is not so far-fetched when compared to past conspiracy cases— or when compared to current cases pending that have been in the media... like Kenneth Hudson...
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Being Framed for murder and attempted murder in Outagamie County in 2000, when the actual killer is most likely a "heroic" Oshkosh Police Dept. 50's Son with a history of violence toward women—named David Carnot.

Or Mark Price being Framed in Winnebago County for a double murder— in 1998.

Or John Maloney being Framed for the murder of of his own wife in Winnebago County.

Or the Fact that all these men, and at least 3 others, were Framed by the Same Prosecutor who is under FBI and Supreme Court investigations for conspiring to Frame at least 5 or 6 men in two different counties. His name is Vince Biskupic—he used to be Joe Paulus' Assistant DA in Winnebago County, until Paulus got popped off for conspiracies (which Biskupic was involved in) and Paulus went to the Federal Penitentiary. Biskupic became the head DA in Outagamie County Where he Framed Kenneth Hudson for murder in June of 2000, in what remains the most highly publicized case in Outagamie Co. History, and also Framed a few other guys—even a teenager! Biskupic ran against Peggy Lautenschlager to become Attorney General, and lost to Lautenschlager. He used his "High Profile"
cleared by DNA testing. James Lee Woodward stepped out of the courtroom and raised his arms to a throng of photographers. Supporters and other people gathered outside the court erupted in applause. Woodward, cleared of the 1980 murder of his girlfriend, became the 18th person in Dallas County to have his conviction set aside. Overall, 31 people have been formally exonerated through DNA testing in Texas, a national high. That does not include Woodward and at least three others whose exonerations are not yet official.

I believe the number of DNA testing exonerations in Wisconsin is at 24. So you are within the top-five of longest term served by an inmate in the U.S. who has been cleared through DNA testing.

Anyway, I believe in your innocence. Steven, and I believe in you. So keep on fighting, man! And bring the issues I've presented in this letter up to your attorneys. I also have contact information to over 50 different Innocent Projects in the U.S. if you'd like to seek other
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help,

you mentioned previously that a tv
movie about your case is supposed to
be coming out soon—possibly in may
how is that coming? let me know when
this is going to be aired—and on what
station! good lookin'!

well, i better close for now. keep
in touch, steele! i was framed in pierce
county in 2001 for "non-existent crimes"
based upon false accusations from my
ex-fiance. they framed me for 2nd degree
sexual assault and aggravated battery.
my case is at the forefront of this newly
recognized issue in the u.s. of "non-existent
crimes" and those individuals wrongfully
convicted of them. i'll keep you posted
on all that. keep me updated on your case,
too! good luck and take care?

your friend,

P.S. has uscfhr

Bobby Don Salas

"The coward is despised both by friend and foe,
but the brave is admired even by his enemies.
" "Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice
everywhere."